
THE FIOHT TO PROTECT THE 

INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT IICWAI 
ICWA protects American Indian/ Alaska Native kids in child welfare proceedings by keeping them in the care 
of extended family or tribes whenever possible. In Brackeen v. Haaland, a small group of opponents will 
argue in front of the Supreme Court that those protections should be taken away - and the challenge will 
have far-reaching impacts. 

Here's what you need to know about this case, which will be a defining issue of 2022. 

ICWA IS NECESSARY. 
0 ICWA puts best practice into law.

Experts agree that placing kids with extended families orcommunities when possible is preferred. These placements givekids a connection to the people and places they come from. ICWAprotects identity, familial network, and sense of belonging- thingsthat all children need. 

• ICWA exists to curb and heal
generations of harm.

• Family separation is a modem-day threat.
Systemic, intergenerational trauma and neglect coupledwith bias has meant that Native children still enter the childwelfare system in disproportionate numbers. 15% of Nativechildren can expect to enter foster care at some point before their18th birthday compared to about 5% of white children and theyare often not placed with relatives or other Native families, evenwhen such placements are available and appropriate. 

When ICWA was passed in the 1970s, researchfound that 25%-35% of all Native children werebeing separated from their parents, extendedfamilies, and communities by state child welfareand private adoption agencies; of these, 85% wereplaced outside of their families and communitieseven when fit and willing relatives were available.The family separation crisis compounded nearly200 years of active cultural genocide in theboarding school system, starting in the early1800s. ICWA has acted as a much-needed reformon the practices that have separated Nativechildren from their families for centuries. 

WHAT DO ICWA CHALLENGERS WANT? 
A Not the wellbeing 
W of Native children. 
ICWA opponents have two things incommon: deep pockets and minimalcontact with Native tribes, organizations, leaders, or peoples. ICWA opponents include a conservative thinktank, a law firm that represents Big Oil,and the State ofTexas. ICWA supportersinclude 486 tribal nations, 59 Native-ledorganizations, 11 child welfare organizations, and 26 states. One side is bestsuited to represent the interests ofNative kids; the other is best suited toundermine them. 

A Not �pect for tribal 
W sovereignty. 
In a blatant and intentional misunderstanding of sovereignty, ICWA'sopponents argue that the law isunconstitutional because it creates adifferent set of rules for Native kids -that is, they say it is racist. Not so.Tribal Nations are sovereign nationslike France or Spain or Mexico; theyare federally recognized entities withinherent power to self-govern andthousands of years' experience doingso. Tribal citizenship confers a political classification that allows for selfdetermination in our affairs. 

. � A coordinated attack on
V tribal rights. 
These malicious attacks are familiar;this time, our enemies are attackingICWA so they can use Native kids andcultures as a backdoor to ultimatelyundermine the rights of tribes. 
If the Supreme Court underminesTribal Nations' sovereign rights, ouropponents could set legal precedentthat has serious consequences forother issues like tribal gaming andland rights. A challenge to ICWA is a 

threat to tribal rights. 

Want to stay in touch with the Protect ICWA Campaign? Click here. 

https://wearerally.us14.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=094cbd49e795d865c611ea762&id=9d777a2d20

